
Streamline 

Weekly Workshops

Set audio preferences Use Q&A button to ask questions anytime

Please acquaint yourself with the Zoom toolbar
while we wait for additional attendees to join.

Use Q&A for questions or if you are having a problem. 
Use chat if you just want to say hi!

Will begin soon!



Streamline 

Weekly Workshops

FAQ Pages



hello!

I’m Chris
head of customer happiness at Streamline

(and that’s Luke!)
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Frequently Asked 

Questions
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Why have an FAQ Page?

✘ Save time and energy by not having to answer simple questions 
over and over

✘ For your public website: helps the public address common issues 
and gain a sense of trust that you understand their needs

✘ For your private site (Portal): helps keep employees informed and 
reduce onboarding / training time

✘ Give yourself more time to focus on the “bigger picture”
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ESSENTIAL

Use text formatting to write up a list of 
questions and answers on a page (easy to 
implement, but less flexible / 
customizable)

Two approaches to FAQ pages

CLASSIC

Create each question / answer as its own 
page, and then tease each of those pages 
on to an FAQ landing page (more time to 
implement, but much more flexible)
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(there are technically more approaches than this)

(accordions, anchor links, and pop-ups are not supported)



Example
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Basic info FAQ
(essential)

https://highlandsrec.specialdistrict.org/asp-faq


Example
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PRA request FAQs
(essential)

https://yolo911.specialdistrict.org/faq
https://yolo911.specialdistrict.org/faq


Example
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Major initiative FAQs
(essential)

https://swpolkfire.specialdistrict.org/faq-s
https://swpolkfire.specialdistrict.org/faq-s


Example
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Basic info FAQ
(classic)

https://cayucossd.specialdistrict.org/faq-s


Example
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Basic info FAQ
(classic)



Example
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Basic info FAQ
(hybrid)

https://alpinefire.specialdistrict.org/faqs


Foundations
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Text Formatting

Pages

Teasers

Landing Pages



Pages
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Any individual page 
on your site



Teasers
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Customizable links to 
pages on your site 
that you can place in 
various “zones”



Landing 

Pages
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Pages designed to 
tease a series of other, 
related pages in the 
Main Body Zone



Applications



1.

Create an Essential FAQ Page

Using a single page of questions and answers
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2.

Create a Classic FAQ 

Page

Using a single page for each question/answer pair, and teasing each 
page on a landing page
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Where should my FAQ page go?

Quicklinks

You can add a teaser to your 
FAQ page in your Quicklinks bar 
for easy access

Menu

Your FAQ page can be added to 
any part of your menu for high 
visibility

Everywhere (if classic)

If each question/answer pair is 
its own page, that page can be 
teased anywhere it is relevant
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thanks!

Any questions?

You can find me at
chris@getstreamline.com
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